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Trash #311 April 2022
Find us on
or at http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/
Unless indicated, all r*ns are on Mondays at 19.00pm and all directions/ timings are approximate starting from
Patcham roundabout A23/A27 junction. Please adjust journey time accordingly from your location.
DATE
#NO ON ON
Post Code
HARES
4th April 2022
2251 Ladies Mile, Patcham
BN1 8RA
Gromit
Directions: A23 south into Brighton. Just past Black Lion take half left on to Old London Road then left again Ladies Mile Road.
Pub opposite on left at t-junction. Est. 1 minute 37 seconds.
11th April 2022
2252 360 Brewery, Sheffield Park
TN22 3HQ
Two Left Feet
Directions: Head east on A27 6 mi, turn left onto Nevill Rd/A275. After 9 miles turn left onto Bluebell Industrial Est., pub on
left. Est. 30 mins. Joint hash with East Grinstead H3. 7.15pm start!
18th April 2022
2253 Half Moon, Balcombe TBC
Little Swinger & Nominator
Directions:
25th April 2022
2254 Royal George, Shoreham
BN43 6TA
Come Again
Directions: A27 west to Shoreham flyover. Exit and take 3rd exit from roundabout back on A27 east. Filter off and take 3rd
exit at Holmbush roundabout. Pub on right. Est 15 mins.
2nd May 2022
2255 Eager Hare required!
Directions:
Receding Hareline:
09/05/2022 Swallows Return, Worthing - Fukarwe
16/05/2022 Eager hare required!
23/05/2022 Cock Inn, Ringmer – Keeps It Up & Pompette. Airman memorial run.
onononononononononononononononon
Hashing around Sussex:
Hastings H3 - r*ns start at 10.66am (11.06am) unless indicated
03/04/22 Peelings Lane, Westham near the village pond. BN24 5HE On on The Heron – Asbo & Muppet
EGH3 - r*ns start at 10.45am unless indicated
03/04/22 The run after the night before - The Sussex Arms,
Sussex Mews, The Pantiles, Tunbridge Wells TN2 5TE –
Fireballs and Dancing Queen This is the final Sunday run for
EGH3 who will clash with BH7 other than joint r*ns.
CRAP UK H3 - r*ns start at 11.00am unless indicated
10/04/22 The Haven Social Club, Crawley Down RH10 4LJ
- MeMe
W&NK H3 - r*ns start at 11.00am unless indicated
17/04/22 Jolly Tanners, Staplefield RH17 6EF –
Chipmonk, Layby & Leo Easter Bunny special, OCH3 joint.
onononononononononononononononon
Thought for the day: Russia has already been cut off from
CNN, Pornhub, Facebook, Coca Cola and McDonalds. If they
keep going with these sanctions, Russians stand to become
the healthiest, most well-adjusted and best informed people
on the planet.

BH7 HASH EVENTS DIARY & NOTICES
DIARY DATES – see full list of events being attended by Brighton hashers on website under Away Hashes:
29/4- 1/5/2022 Trinidad, Interhash - https://www.interhashtrinidad2020.com/
13/5-15/5/2022Friday 13th H3 Away weekend in Exeter – see in #309.
17-20/8/2023 Eurohash - Baarlo, The Netherlands at The Dutch Castle de Berckt – Full
Full.
25-28/8/2023 UK Nash Hash Beverley, Yorkshire – registration details in due course.
onononononononononononononononononononon
Hi all,
Hash mismanagement, the latest who’s who:
Who would believe that it’s almost a year since we introduced the Joint GM’s
Phil ‘Chopper’ Mutton
yearly subscription of £35. Down side to this is that it is now due
Pete ‘Local Knowledge’ Eastwood
again, beginning the 1st of April.
On-Sec
Don ‘On
‘On-Don’ Elwick
For those who wish to continue or even those who wish to take this
Webfart/ Zoom Brent ‘Keeps It Up’ Crowle
offer up please
ease transfer your money to the Brighton Hash A/C, as
Hare Raiser
Ivan ‘F
‘Fukarwe’ Lyons
detailed below.
Beer
Monster
Kit
‘Knightrider’
Dawson
Account Name: Brighton Hash House Harriers.
RA’s
John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins
Lloyds Bank Sort Code: 30-67-72
Dave ‘Dangleberry’ King
A/C No. 31893463
If you could also reference any payment with your Hash Handle, Hash Cash
Julia ‘JJ’ Madigan
that would be really helpful.
Hash Sash
Dave ‘Dangleberry’ King
Many Thanks
Hash Trash
John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins
On On
Haberhash
Kayleen ‘Wildbush’ Holland
Knightrider
Hash Horn
Matt ‘Rebel WHK’ Spencer
REMINDER: Brighton hash parkrun takeover #4 – Bevendean Down, Hash relay
Pete ‘Prof’ Thomas
Saturday 30th April 2022.
Hashtorian
David ’Spreadsheet’ Evans
Aside from the volunteer duties outlined in the last issue, it would Christmas Hash Pat ‘Ride
‘Ride-It, Baby’ Morfitt
be nice if we could also get a good turnout of runners, so please
Hash awards
Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones
please
ase pop along and join in one way or the other! TIA Bouncer
Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons
INTERHASH UPDATE - March 18th 2022
Hi Hashers
4 years ago we were
re thrilled to have the opportunity to host you in our country; the
excitement of planning a unique Caribbean Interhash event, that would leave all of you
with a lifetime of memories of the spirit and people of Trinidad and Tobago kept us
going even while we lived through the twists and turns of these uncertain times, it is
now quite heart breaking to have to take the difficult decision to cancel the event. As it
stands today the local restrictions , in particular regulations 3 and 4 of the Public Health
(2019 Novel Coronavirus [2019 – nCov]) Regulations of the Republic of Trinidad and
Tobago, expressly forbids gatherings exceeding 25 persons whether in public places
or inter alia beaches, rivers and streams and therefore, continue to frustrate us and
make this
his event impossible to stage in the spirit of fun, parties and camaraderie that
the Interhash has come to be recognized, as well as those Global restrictions that are
keeping many of you unable to travel to our country e.g., the Australians, New Zealanders
Zealanders and the Asians among others
The option to postpone is a difficult one as the logistics of proper planning e.g., hotels, airlines, dates can’t continue to be unknown, even
as another more serious wave sweeps Asia, Germany and the Netherlands. We have made
made this difficult decision to cancel the event, in
fairness to yourselves, the larger hashing community, those who are in need of visas and need official letters from us, along with our
hotels, the official Airline, the venues operators, our hares and volunteers,
volunteers, who also need a concrete decision one way or the other.
As is the tradition of the IH there will be no refunds of rego fees as agreed to upon registration, but we intend to :
o Ship the thousands of what are now ‘collectors items’ in goodie bags to you, valid registration holders from 73 countries across the
globe, even as global shipping has skyrocketed, more so now to Europe since the conflict in the Ukraine.
• We ask you, your groups and friends to send us as much as a singular address to bulk ship
ship your goodies e.g., HammersleyH3.
o Send all local and foreign hares and volunteers their Jerseys and hash bags.
o Donate the Red Dress funds to ‘The Shelter – home for battered women” to whom it was intended.
o A contribution of ‘thank you‘ would be given
ven to the two local kennels for their efforts in supporting the IH over the last 4 years.
An Audit –
After all the final costs are in, including the costs of shipping across the globe, a final audit would be submitted to the ccouncil for review.
o If there
e are any excess funds we intend to add it to the Red Dress funds to be used for a very worthy cause. .
Thank you !
On a personal note, and on behalf our management team, I would like to thank you for all your support over the last four year
years. Many
of you
u reached out to us offering advice, assistance or just a kind word of encouragement or
funny joke, and we appreciate all you have done. We have gotten to know many of you who
shared your personal stories with us, and we were very excited to share with you our culture and
beautiful twin islands. We, like you, are disappointed with the turn of events over the last two
years and perhaps when this is all over we would meet somewhere to share a cold beer.
*We will be sending out a questionnaire to update us on your current addresses, t shirt sizes etc ,
as so much has changed over the last 4 years. Please talk to your friends, groups and kennels to
send us as much as possible a singular shipping address so we can send out the goodie bags to
you across the globe.
Thanks for your 100% support in these challenging times.
‘Till then, Stay safe
On on
Noodles - GM IHTT 2020/22
Just occasionally things move fast in the hashing World, and Stop Press news is that GOA have been awarded the opportunity to
host Interhash 2022
2 in November. More details on this in the next issue.
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On lawns: When you water the grass, put a bottle of whisky, or Vodka in the watering can and the grass comes up half cut.

Gardening Rule: When weeding, the best way to make sure you are removing a weed and not a valuable plant is to pull on it.
If it comes out of the ground easily, it is a valuable plant.

I'm really pleased with my new vegetable patch. Haven't wanted a vegetable in weeks.

Gardening with Grandma
A teenage granddaughter comes downstairs for her date with a see-through blouse on and no bra. Her grandmother has a
fit, telling her not to dare go out like that! The teenager tells her 'Loosen up Grams. These are modern times. You gotta let
your rose buds show!' and out she goes.
The next day the teenager comes down stairs, and her grandmother is sitting there with no top on. The teenager wants to
die. She explains to her grandmother that she has friends coming over and that it is just not appropriate...
The grandmother says, 'Loosen up, Sweetie. If you can show off your rose buds, then I can display my hanging baskets.'

Not quite April Fools, but a whole load of April fun!
Some light relief from all the insanity with a page of dad-jokes for your amusement:
Mick, Pat and Tat walking down the High Street. Mick says, “Shall we have a pint?” “Yes” they
said, so they go in the pub and order 3 Guinesses. The barman says “You all look alike.” “Yes”,
Mick says, “We are triplets” “Triplets?”, said the barman, “But you 2 are 6 ft and he's 5ft.” “Yes”
said Mick “Me and Pat were breast fed but Tat wasn't - there was no tit for tat”
Mick and Paddy are in a prison cell. There’s a window high up, and Mick says to Paddy, “I know
how we can escape!” Paddy says, “How's that?” Mick says, “I've got me torch. If I turn it on, you can
climb up the beam and get out!” Paddy says, ”Screw you! You'll turn it off when I'm halfway up!”
"It's important we remember the true meaning of Easter" says The Archbishop of Cadbury...
I see Wayne Rooney’s suing Lidl for unauthorised use of his autograph on their hot cross buns!
Got bored, changed the wrappers round on the sweets in a box of ‘Celebrations’ Wife’s not
happy, she got her Snickers in a Twix!
My chocolate-mad best mate was round the other day and was in the kitchen with me while I
was preparing a meal. I'd got her a choccy bar as a gift, but she accidentally dropped it into the
pan and the chocolate melted into the food before I could fish it out. In an effort to cover up the
taste of chocolate I added extra herbs. But it still tasted horrible. I guess it's true. Thyme can
never mend, the careless Wispa of a good friend.. Should have known better than to treat a
friend, and waste the chop that I'd been grilling..
Went to Hot chocolates buffet. It started with a quiche!

I’ve cured my reliance on chocolate I think that calls for a celebration
Just tried making an Aero by whisking molten chocolate with Fairy liquid. It ruins the taste of the washing up liquid.
I just got over my addiction to chocolate, marshmallow and nuts. I won’t lie, it was a Rocky Road!
ME: My friend wants chocolate in her coffee BARISTA: Mocha? ME: My silly friend wants
chocolate in her coffee.
A Cadbury’s lorry has collided with a LEGO truck on the motorway. Police say the road is choc -a-block.
As a personal tribute to David Bowie, I've made a whole tin of Heroes last just for one day.
A frog got his DNA tested. Turns out he's a bit Irish, a bit British and a Tadpole.
I just tried to join slimming word online but when I was trying to register it asked me if I wanted to
accept cookies. I think it’s a test!!
I'm fat but I identify as slim. I'm translender.
I showed my wife a picture of Mt Everest, followed by a picture of the South Downs. No reaction to
the first pic, but she fell about laughing at the 2nd. I asked what was going on, she said, the first
picture is a serious mountain, but the second was just hill areas!
I taught my dog how to fetch beer. Doesn't sound impressive but he gets it from next door's fridge.
Banks should do a better job to ensure their ATMs are filled. I have gone to 5 ATMs and they are
all saying insufficient funds.
I asked the lady in Boots for help with my Hearing and she suggested eardrops. I was thinking
more of a present for the Judge.
A Sunday school teacher said to her children, 'We have been learning how powerful kings and queens were in Bible times. But,
there is a Higher Power. Can anybody tell me what it is?' Little Johnny shouted out, 'Aces!'
I've become a Fruitarian so I only eat what falls out of trees. Just had two cooking apples and an owl for lunch..
Just seen an advert on TV for coconut shampoo? Who are all these people washing coconuts!!
Yesterday, all my troubles seemed so far away. Today, I realised I had the binoculars the wrong way round.
My job interview at the bug sorting factory went well today. Seems I boxed all the right ticks..
I once went on a date with a guy who worked in the London Stock Exchange. I knew it was going well when he started playing
FTSE with me under the table.
If laziness was an Olympic sport, I'd come in fourth so I didn't have to walk all the way up to the podium.
At the zoo I saw two massive hairy apes covered in crispy egg whites, cream and with a cherry on their heads. Meringue-utans apparently.
I remember years ago telling my Mum I’d won the Leslie Nielsen Award at school. “What’s that?” she asked. I replied, “It’s a big
building with lots of teachers and pupils, but that’s not important right now.”
ME: Is it true you carry customers shopping to their car free of charge? Tesco assistant: We do. *Reaches car* ME: l only asked
you to do it because I'm lazy.*Assistant: I realise that. Here's your Twix.
Recently in Italy I was very annoyed to find out that the so-called 'leaning' tower in Pisa is perfectly straight. If anything, it's the town
of Pisa - in fact the whole of Italy - that's aslant. Also, I lost one of my shoes at the airport..
Just had a tattoo of Italy done on my chest ...Now I've got sore Naples
Just had iconic 50's singer Little Richard round to help me trim the garden. He lopped all the rhubarb, he lopped bamboo..
I went to the store earlier and saw some fish oil. I never even knew there was a problem with squeaky fish...
Joggers bounce up and down at red traffic lights. Runners just stand there look pissed. Meanwhile, Hashers pop in for a quick half
while they’re waiting!
I bought the latest eco-smart car which runs entirely on Ferrets. But just had bit of a
disaster, when I accidentally filled it up with Weasel.
To use an electric car do you need a current driving licence?
I phoned the RSPCA and told them that there was a polecat clinging onto my ceiling fan,
but they said they didn't believe me. I said 'You'll just have to take my whirred ferret..'
To cheer myself up I've ordered brand new walking boots & socks ...walking poles
and new rucksack......a thermal woolly hat and matching top of the range waterproof
trousers and jacket, a new tartan thermos flask, plus........... Sorry, I'm rambling.
How do you think the unthinkable? With an Itheberg....
What is Dr Who's favourite food? Dalek Bread
If anyone knows how to reverse plastic surgery I’m all ears
It really hurts when people call me a hypochondriac
I don't believe in astrology, which is typical of a Pisces.
I can't stand lolly pop ladies, they make me cross.

REHASHING the COVID hares:
Ye Olde Smugglers Inn, Alfriston – Well this is awkward (part 1)! The hares were not in attendance as Cliffbanger unfortunately
tested positive for covid. He was symptomless so was fit to set the trail and sent maps to Wildbush and Bouncer, along with
brief instructions including an over 60’s check and, more importantly, the location of the sip! Awkward part 2 followed his
request that, as this trail was in a similar area to his and Bushsquatters first ever trail with Brighton H3 way back in 2006,
someone should take photos, but nobody did! So any pictures you see here are from that original file when we looked a lot
younger. Awkward part 3 was that, after several false starts and quite a lot of hashes later than it should have been, their
tankards had finally been bought and inscribed. On a date that they weren’t in attendance. Bloody typical! Awkward part 4 was
discovered a week later when Local Knowledge questioned why it was so quiet at the Roebuck, as he hadn’t checked the
website and had failed to pick up the various e-mails concerning the change of venue. Oh deary deary me. Anyway, the main
pack set off towards the river to run along the bank north picking up the Lullington road before a cheeky square round Winton
farm. From here trail gradually ascended up towards the barrow to cross the SDW, through the woods, then dropping to
France Bottom before returning past the campsite for the sip. The walkers meanwhile, did a similar trail short-cutting various
points as directed by Don in full leadership form who surprised and delighted the rest of us (with the exception of Swallow and
Dangleberry who’d missed the turn and wandered on to the pub) with a series of Irish jokes gleaned from his days as sole
Englishmen on an Irish building site. They’re not so daft but delight in mocking their own! Circling up there were no hares, no
new boots, no virgins so we picked on Ride-It, Baby for pussy footing in new shoes despite her claim she’d merely “washed”
them, whatever that is. All the over 60’s at the designated check had gone astray with the exception of Psychlepath who was
rewarded along with Nasty Nips who made the mistake of actually being in the pub for the circle so received punishment for
past misdemeanours, although he and Dangleberry had been poring over the laptop so both deserved the tech on the hash
down downs, in spite of the claim that the latter was working on designer beer mats! It may come as no surprise to learn that
there was also no numpty award, the holder You Stupid Bastard having failed to put in an appearance. Another great hash!

onononononononononononononononononononon
Royal Oak, Wineham – Once again we found ourselves without a key hare due to Covid! At
least half of the partnership put in an appearance, although it seems Sticky Balls had
distanced from I Need One to such a degree that, having set trail, he didn’t actually clarify
where it went. While the main pack set off up the path beside the pub to skirt Oaklands, Park
and Cratemans Farms, before cutting back from the edge of Cowfold, the walkers patiently
waited for Wiggy, who’d turned up in loafers asking if it was muddy in the Sussex winter
countryside, to change into his walking boots. All a bit pointless as he immediately
disappeared in the rear view mirror to walk with Pirate and Astrid, before distant shouts led
us to hold for him. There was an unnerving
moment when something was heard thrashing
around in the brambles on the wrong side of the
fence, turning out to be Psychlepath, who was
unable to explain himself satisfactorily, but did
make the unlikely suggestion that Knightrider had
burnt him off. After losing trail briefly due to too much chit chat, we were caught by the
7.30 boys Prof and Mudlark who were going at pace, but Psychlepath hadn’t learnt and
decided to slipstream. The walkers SCB up the lovely Buckhatch Lane brought us to Kent
Street to rejoin trail round to the sip stop, sadly at a locked car, so we continued on inn to
make a start on the delicious one-pot Tagine. Wilds Thing seemed to rather enjoy
imparting the news that I would be driving as Angel had kindly helped I Need One by
polishing off the Bucks Fizz, not for the first time in recent weeks! This is a somewhat bijou
pub, and was well served with locals, so it’s probably a good job that much of the smallerthan-usual pack left before the circle up in the back room where Needy gamely necked,
with last minute stand-in Little Swinger who didn't know where she was on the map. Next
up was a strange introduction to the noisemaker – bear right, oh deer, no, it’s
Psychlepath! Knightrider had a bad night primarily with a fall; then marking trail the
wrong way; dragging blood from a stone getting dues out of Pirate; and finally a sinners
downer! Angels excuse that it was Angel cake at the wedding anniversary sip (making it
all the sadder that the hares weren’t together), that Walnut cake had been her mum’s
favourite, and all that food needed beer and bucks chasers was not accepted, nor was the
Bushsquatter ‘joy to their mothers’ extension, which may be accurate but is nonetheless
irritating, so up she came. With one beer left, a very weak excuse of Spurtacus running
with cake was enough to conclude another great hash! Bouncer

THE STONKER FUNNIES looks back at lockdown:






So in order to enter stores now, do I need to bring a face mask or a brick? 2020 is so confusing.
Irish swimming pools will reopen on the 4th of July. Due to social distancing there will be no water in lanes one, three or five.
Education is important but opening the pubs is importanter.
What do Corona Virus and Coriolanus have in common? They’re both uncontrollably destructive, hardest on the most
vulnerable, and want to end all gatherings at the marketplace.

REHASHING a micropub and ‘mergency hare
BN6 Craft Beer & Tap, Hassocks – Dangleberry’s eagle-nose sniffed out this
new micro almost as soon as it opened, so he pounced on the management
to get us in quick before word got out! Word got out pretty quick that the
hash were in town though, when the social media police asked for intel on the
bloke dropping piles of chalk/powder and were put right quickly by the good
and informed folk of Hassocks that it was a ‘running’ club. Well, close enough,
but the girl who questioned if it was Fred the Flour Grader from Homepride
got a laugh, as well as giving us a great option for a future naming! Advance
information had been plentiful almost to the point of overkill, but much of it
was repeated by hare in the chalk talk, before he passed maps to the walkers
and the pack set off. Confusion was immediate though, as the maps got
mixed up, even while the pack were finding a crossover trail in the wrong
place! The result resembled a blunderbuss of hashers all over the place so,
after picking Local Knowledge up when he fell over a drain cover, I took a
cheeky short cut to get ahead. Hare soon passed me marking through as he
went despite some 17 runners appearing behind him, as well as the walkers
pack. As we headed towards the loop the loop contact was made with Wiggy
who, with Pirate, Astrid and Local Knowledge, had drifted away from the dust, and we soon lost Bosom Boy and Drambulie who couldn’t
resist this part of the trail. The main pack, for the most part reunited, overtook us just before the walkers SCB, to head off for a western
loop, while we carried on to find an excellent sip of cheesy gonads and beer hidden in the bushes by the station. BB & Drambulie arrived
from a different direction to the FRB’s with accusations of cheating, so we left them grumbling and headed on inn past various curry
houses and chippies offering BYO grub for the pub, to avail ourselves of the excellent beer choices offered. Surprisingly, there was a small
group of r*nners already there, including Fukarwe moaning at great length, which seemed a bit rich, so when we circled up the pack was
th
reminded in no uncertain terms that there was no hare for 28 so any complaints should put their money where their mouth is! In
unrelated news the trail was unanimously applauded for its originality, length and
just the right amount of shiggy! Dangleberry had set trail off the back of a very heavy
drinking weekend but did well despite having Dipstick in tow to deliberately mislead
the pack at least twice, and the secret tunnel complete with tea lights was a
particular revelation. Staying with hares, and Bushsquatter and Bangercliff (he’d
th
turned up with his hat inside out!) finally received their well earned 100 tankards.
Rebels tech had let him down so he downed as a lost soul, but Local Knowledge who
announced that he knew the area so well that he couldn’t go wrong, then not only
went wrong, but went to the totally wrong pub last week! BB & Drambulie,
described as Richard and Judy, were applauded for doing the marked loop-the-loop
instead of the hares abridged version, and there were welcome returns for Checkless
and Imelda taking a beer for his good lady Hannah on her first appearance,
potentially to be called Ferdinand if she ever returns! Another great hash! Bx

Jack & Jill, Clayton – With 7 days to go we had no hare, but On-Sec Don gamely
stepped up to the plate despite a busy week, press-ganging Pompette to assist, and
finding a willing running hare. This being the first daylight start after the clocks
changed there was a bit of kerfuffle as people realised they would still need torches
but the pack soon navigated the playing fields to climb to the windmills and on up to
the Border path crossroads. The walkers, meanwhile had immediately fractured, as
some decided to extend the suggested route, but instead of including everyone in
their plan, shot off ahead. Even the walking hares didn’t go with the program
resulting in a 3-way split, a run-in with a farmer and a dangerous section along New
Road before we cut back to Lag Wood, briefly meeting the runners, and getting
directed down the line path by Rob. The main pack had fallen off the hill at the first
chance, skirted the lake at Whitelands, crossed at Lodge Lane,
continued over several fields to the burial ground, and come in via
Coldharbour Farm and New Way Lane. Circling up the 3 hares were
duly awarded, before new boot Dangledog, a Dangleberry loaner, was
awarded via his leash holder. Hare had been asking the name of the
‘amazingly fast ginger guy’, referring of course to Ginger Nuts, being
informed that it should be easy to remember – Jack. Having finished
twice Jack was then called to down with Jill aka Hash Gomi, who still
hasn’t sorted his trainers out resulting in a call for contributions. On
Bentleys behalf Lily awarded the Numpty mug to Prof who’d
commented on One Erections Strava, "You didn't do any checks then",
oblivious to him being said running hare! Phew, another great hash!

IN THE NEWS – the cost of getting to the hash:
March 2021 – Not allowed to travel more than 5 miles. March 2022 – Can’t afford to travel more than 5 miles.
Next week all gas stations are going to cut fuel prices for a whole day. April fuels.

Petrol pumps are so much faster than they used to be. It used to take me two minutes to reach fifty quid but now I
can do it in 30 seconds. Well done garages! – Gary Delaney

A couple are about to go out on their first date. He says, "How about I take you to a Michelin starred restaurant, and we
have caviar, champagne or whatever you like?"
She: "I don't need all of that, let's just go for a romantic drive instead"
Him: "Oh, sorry but I wasn't thinking of spending that kind of money!"

People have always named their children after expensive things: Mercedes, Dior, Chardonnay.
Next year watch out for Electric, Gas and Petrol.

Instead of complaining about fuel prices going up, try feeling grateful that you aren’t sitting on a concrete floor in a
train terminal, holding your cat, wondering if your home and everyone you love has been blown to bits.

REHASHING the BOUNCER BIRTHDAY CRAFT & other big days
Bushsquatters Bexhill - It’s been a long time coming, and had a couple of false starts, but
finally we had a CRAFT back in Sussex, after our first return for the 12 pubs in December
on the Worlds End trail in Hertfordshire. Naturally there was another blip as Angel tested
positive, but if she thinks she’s getting out of getting me a birthday present, she can think
again, and at least hare CB had recovered from the week before. Sweeping up
Dangleberry and Dipstick on the way through, we had a decent run down until within yards
of Cliffbanger and Bushsquatters garage where I would be dumping the car for the night,
then hit several false trails as CB stood outside watching us attempting to negotiate the
one-way system! As I joked that this was their room, CB led us through a door to where
mattresses were set out on the floor and confirmed that indeed it was! Bags dropped we
set off for the railway station to mark P-trail, but Dangleberry suddenly turned round having
forgotten something. Without pausing to see if anyone had arrived we cracked on to the
excellent micropub, #1 the Bricklayers Arms, one of the reasons for being here, only for
King and Queenfisher, Muppet, Keeps It Up, Wildbush and Testiculator to appear grumbling that we’d abandoned them as
soon as we’d been served. Dipstick and Dangleberry reappeared moments later
with balloons stuffed down their shirts in mockery of myself, and due to a
misunderstanding that my current post-knee op gut had led to my name, as well as
that it was the big 60 which was last year. Our party was completed with the arrival
of Beerpump and Propshaft, another reason for being here as they’d announced
they were over from the Isle of Wight and offered to set the Hastings Hash the
following day, so I had the brilliant plan to CRAFT in Bexhill so they could join us
neglecting to check they were actually free, so they had to go after #2 Milligan's,
which was raucous with the rugby on and the Brains was bad, so we didn’t hang
around too long before heading on to #3 the Albatross. The Fishers and house
guests KIU/WB had secretly booked an Italian so headed off to eat leaving the rest
of us to raid the chippy for fish and interesting pea fritters. The Albatross has
frequently won CAMRA awards for its beers, in the clubs category, so we were in no hurry to move on to Wetherspoons at #4
Picture Playhouse, which explains why the others were just leaving as we arrived. Dipstick had inexplicably decided on a
tiger stripe onesie and got very excited here at the lass dressed in a cheetah spot get-up, presumably contemplating a spot of
big cat mutual love but was knocked back unceremoniously. Bushsquatter had been on soup kitchen duty but was finally able
to join us here, and on we went again to #5 the Town House. After the gentle start, Spoons had raised the bar in liveliness
but with its karaoke and hen party, this pub took it to another level, unfortunately having an effect at the bar which was so
rammed we gave up and moved on, although DangleDips and Testi would return later. An unscheduled alternative was the
excellent #6 Sportsman, with no loud music, a nice vibe, and a good crowd of friendly locals, one of whom insisted on buying
me a secret drink of Bailey's and lime for my birthday, fully expecting me to project it straight back out again. It didn’t happen
but we decided to call it a night anyway, and wrap up another great CRAFT!
Bouncer

onononononononononononononononononononon

IN OTHER NEWS – Chelsea; Abramovich; Oligarchs; Refugees and, er.. Will Smith!
I’ve just done some finance calculations. I have two options, fill the car with petrol or buy Chelsea FC.

Breaking news: Chelsea have asked Marcus Rashford if there’s any packed lunches left…

Rod Stewart has been filling in potholes near his house. He told reporters that.... 'The first rut was the deepest'



The morning after the Oscar's, Chris Rock looked in the mirror and found that he had fresh prints on his face
 Why did Will Smith slap Chris Rock open handed, because paper beats rock
 Smith's have just given Will Smith a contract to advertise Ready Assaulted crisps.
 If Jada Smith doesn’t like jokes about alopecia, well it’s hair loss!
 Why don’t comedians tell jokes when Will Smith is around? He always delivers the punchline.
 A badly timed high five is a slap in the face.
 Violence is never the answer. My parents beat that into me.

Putting PUTIN under fire…

Putin’s biggest accomplishment has been to turn the 2nd best army in the world into the 2nd best army in Ukraine.

Putin heard that Russian soldiers are getting sick in Ukraine, so sends a health inspector to join the Russian army to
improve its sanitary conditions. The inspector asks a general: “How do you prepare drinking water?”
“First, we filter it. Then we boil it.” “And after that?” “Well… just to be cautious, we just drink vodka.”

A man loses patience after waiting in line for several hours at his local bank to try to withdraw his money and screams
“This was a stupid war. I’m going to go and kill Putin because he’s done all of this.” A few minutes later, he is back in line at
the bank. “What happened?”says another person waiting in line. “The line at the Kremlin is longer than this one.”

There seems to be a perception amongst women that men will be so appalled by the sight of their bare chests that they
will instantly capitulate to whatever issue they feel the need to protest. Any idea what this lot are on about?

What do you call a Russian with Tourette's Syndrome? Yukanol Fukov.
I was surprised to discover that statistically 5/6 people enjoy Russian Roulette.
A Brit, a Frenchman and a Russian are viewing a painting of Adam and Eve frolicking in the Garden of Eden. "Look
at their reserve, their calm," muses the Brit. "They must be British."
"Nonsense," the Frenchman disagrees. "They're naked, and so beautiful. Clearly, they are French."
"No clothes, no shelter," the Russian points out, "they have only an apple to eat, and they're being told this is
paradise. They are Russian."

onononononononononononononononononononon
Got some fuel earlier and the bloke on pump 3 put £10 in. Where the f*ck is he driving to? Pump 4?

And finally… The Queen has controversially chosen Prince Andrew, to escort her to the memorial service for The
Duke of Edinburgh. To be fair, the Royals could hardly leave him behind to look after the kids.

